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Columbia University Press, United States, 2008. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Whether you re digging into a slice of cherry cheesecake, burning your tongue on
a piece of fiery Jamaican jerk chicken, or slurping the broth from a juicy soup dumpling, eating in
New York City is a culinary adventure unlike any other in the world. An irresistible sampling of the
city s rich food heritage, Gastropolis explores the personal and historical relationship between New
Yorkers and food. Beginning with the origins of cuisine combinations, such as Mt. Olympus bagels
and Puerto Rican lasagna, the book describes the nature of food and drink before the arrival of
Europeans in 1624 and offers a history of early farming practices. Essays trace the function of place
and memory in Asian cuisine, the rise of Jewish food icons, the evolution of food enterprises in
Harlem, the relationship between restaurant dining and identity, and the role of peddlers and
markets in guiding the ingredients of our meals. They share spice-scented recollections of Brooklyn,
Queens, and the Bronx, and colorful vignettes of the avant-garde chefs, entrepreneurs, and patrons
who continue to influence the way New Yorkers eat. Touching on everything from...
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This is actually the very best book i actually have read till now. This is for all those who statte that there was not a worth studying. Its been written in an
remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Mr . Jer a m y Leuschke IV-- Mr . Jer a m y Leuschke IV

Absolutely essential go through pdf. Indeed, it really is play, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You will not truly feel monotony at at any
time of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Julia  Mohr  II--  Julia  Mohr  II
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